3D molecular models of whole HIV-1 virions generated with cellPACK
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As knowledge of individual biological processes grows, it becomes increasingly useful to frame new findings within their larger biological contexts in order to generate new systems-scale hypotheses. This report highlights two major iterations of a whole virus model of HIV-1, generated with the cellPACK software. cellPACK integrates structural and systems biology data with packing algorithms to assemble comprehensive 3D models of cell-scale structures in molecular detail. This report describes the biological data, modeling parameters and cellPACK methods used to specify and construct editable models for HIV-1. Anticipating that cellPACK interfaces under development will enable researchers from diverse backgrounds to critique and improve the biological models, we discuss how cellPACK can be used as a framework to unify different types of data across all scales of biology.

Introduction

Biological processes in their mesoscale context

Multiscale biological models that span from atoms to cells can greatly improve our understanding of the mechanisms of health and disease. However, methods do not yet exist to observe, visualize, or model the mesoscale, the intermediate scale of 10^{-7}–10^{-8} m bridging molecular and cellular biology, in full molecular detail. To address this need, we have developed a software framework called cellPACK, which integrates multiple types of data across scales into comprehensive 3D spatial models. This report describes a cellPACK pipeline used to create increasingly rigorous molecular models of HIV-1 (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) from structural components and systems biology data.

Structural modeling of HIV-1 poses a timely challenge. HIV is a membrane-enveloped lentivirus that approaches a cell in its complexity. The genome of HIV is packaged inside a protein capsid, which requires a sophisticated collection of
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viral and cellular molecules to deliver it to new hosting cells, to initiate replication of the genome, and to repackage the necessary viral components for successful infection. NIGMS has recently created a series of Specialized Centers, bringing together dozens of research labs to characterize the structures and mechanisms across the entire lifecycle, and to identify rational targets for drug and vaccine design (http://www.nigms.nih.gov/Research/SpecificAreas/AIDSStructuralBiology/Pages/HIVspecializedcenters.aspx).

The goal of cellPACK is to create rigorous structural models of HIV and its interactions with host cells, which frame our current knowledge on the scale of the entire virion, and in its cellular context in a consistent format. These models will impel hypothesis-driven research by integrating diverse data types, identifying gaps in knowledge, and exploring the ranges of models that are consistent with current knowledge. The level of complexity of HIV is ideally suited to push the current capabilities of cellPACK and to uncover the development needs of the open-source cellPACK project as it evolves to model larger systems.

Methods to bridge from atoms to cells

Experimental techniques for integrative structural biology are now linking molecular structure and supramolecular structure, for instance, to explore the structure of HIV glycoprotein multimers and HIV capsid. However, methods to observe, visualize or model the larger end of the mesoscale in atomic-resolution detail do not yet exist. To make the next step, from atoms to significant portions of cells, many sources of data can be used to synthesize a view of this level. Constraint optimization modelers like IMP, procedural and analytical modeling approaches like Molecular Silverware and relaxation approaches like Brownian Dynamics modeling are currently used to build large-scale models. However, they are designed to function locally and do not model ultrastructural features like organelle membranes or fibrous molecules like actin. Qualitative manual protocols that use a more artistic approach have typically been required to produce mesoscale models. For example, when a large multidisciplinary collaboration determined the recipe for an average synaptic vesicle, the assembly of a structural model used to visualize the results of this effort took weeks of work using a combination of manual positioning with physics solvers to minimize collision.

For the past twenty years, we have taken a semi-quantitative approach for the creation of illustrations of the cellular mesoscale, which integrate data across the nano and microscales. Recipes consisting of structures, concentrations and locations of molecules, macromolecules, and organelles taken from published reports are arranged into mesoscale compositions consistent with ultrastructural data from light and electron microscopy. The illustrations are created manually with a 2.5D metaphor, typically presenting viruses or cells in cross-section, with simplified representations for the individual molecules. Fig. 1A shows a recent model of HIV-1 created with this method for educational outreach at the Protein Data Bank.

The data used to specify this illustrated model served as the basis for the HIV-1 cellPACK recipe and 3D model. cellPACK computationally automates the modeling steps of the semi-quantitative artistic approach to extend the results from 2D paintings into 3D models that can be explored, animated, simulated,
analyzed, and easily edited and updated (Fig 1B shows a rendering of a 3D model created from the fourth iteration of the digitized recipe called HIV-1_0.1.4 (recipes use a 3 digit semantic versioning system to track them in a database where HIV-1_0.1.4 stands for a recipe named “HIV-1” version 0.1.4).

cellPACK can model the mesoscale at the pace of HIV research

HIV structural biology is currently an area of intense research, with new breakthroughs reported each month. A major goal of cellPACK is to provide a nimble interface for integrating new structural results into the body of available data and evaluating their consequences on the integrative models. For instance, Fig. 4–6 describe two major iterative updates to the HIV-1 recipe, where HIV-1_0.1.6 in Fig. 6 includes structural updates to the envelope glycoprotein, capsid, and other HIV proteins. In addition, cellPACK is designed to allow exploration of ambiguity or imprecision in the various components of the recipe, creating a range of models consistent with the current state of knowledge. Fig. 3, for example, shows 3D structures of HIV that result from varying the parameters affecting surface protein distributions and quantities.

Modeling an organism involves two conceptual steps: gathering of data to create a recipe for the model, and use of this recipe to build a virtual model. The goal of this report is to describe the creation of a recipe and model for a mature HIV-1 particle, which will become part of a larger HIV-in-blood-plasma recipe, including details on all of the viral and host macromolecules. This document presents the references used to support the structure, location and interactions of molecules depicted in the rendered models. Several recent review articles provided an overview to the topic and sources for additional information.¹,¹⁴–¹⁸
Methods

HIV-1 cellPACK recipes

Data sources used to create the illustration in Fig. 1A were reused to create the cellPACK recipe HIV-1_0.1.0 as a driving biological project for cellPACK development. Digitization of the recipe involved building 3D representations of molecular components and other needed files, and associating parameters that drive localization, concentration, and interaction into the cellPACK recipe file format. The cellPACK recipe was corrected and updated periodically through four iterations, while developing the cellPACK software over a three-year period, to produce the recipe HIV-1_0.1.4 visualized in Fig 1B. A major update to the recipe, created with the semi-quantitative approach, was published in 2012; this recipe was used to update HIV-1_0.1.4 to create HIV-1_0.1.5, which is described in detail in the Results and in Fig. 4 and 5. Three major structural updates to the ingredients have since been published in 2013 and 2014, which were used, as noted in the Results, to update the recipe to HIV-1_0.1.6 (detailed in Fig. 6).

cellPACK

A full description of the cellPACK framework has been submitted for publication, meanwhile, details are available on the project website and online documentation at www.cellpack.org. In summary, cellPACK unites existing and novel packing algorithms to generate, visualize and analyze comprehensive 3D models of complex biological environments that integrate data from multiple experimental sources. cellPACK currently generates probabilistic 3D models of large sections of cells that can contain dozens to millions of molecules. It packs molecules and organelles into positions that satisfy constraints consistent with the input data across the full range of scales. cellPACK additionally provides tools to store, visualize, analyze and interact with the results to make mesoscale models and mesoscale modeling accessible to a variety of audiences.

As shown in Fig. 2, cellPACK framework defines a desired volume and stochastically packs it with objects, called ingredients, according to a recipe. Ingredients of arbitrary shape are placed into the allowable 3D space with zero or minimal overlap and with random distribution. Constraints and agent behaviors may be associated globally or with selected ingredients to add specific modes of interaction. A grid-based approach is used to generate models quickly while tracking and confirming global parameters. cellPACK’s database consists of mesoscale recipes (e.g., cytoplasm, blood plasma, synaptic vesicles, HIV, etc.) and examples of models for each recipe.

To produce the models and visualizations shown in the figures, HIV-1 recipe ingredients (typically molecules) are stochastically packed into containers (polygonal meshes defining the envelope and capsid ultrastructures as described in the Results), up to densities provided for each ingredient, typically specific to a particular recipe. Each ingredient comes with associated properties, including a structural representation (such as a molecular surface or volume occupancy shell generated in this case with the molecular modeling software plugin ePMV), and behaviors such as a particular collision–detection method or a list of binding partners that will modify the ingredient’s global and local packing. For example, in HIV-1_0.1.5 and v0.1.6, the MA proteins are restricted to pack on the inside
surface and have a higher probability of packing towards one end of the envelope bilayer as a first-draft global packing constraint that can recapitulate the emergent properties of molecular interactions that have been observed as ENV clustering in fluorescence microscopy.27 The polarization of ENV can be achieved by several methods currently under testing that include simplistic global constraints that force MA or ENV to pack preferentially towards some target location as demonstrated in Fig. 1B, as well as molecular scale interactions that vary association probabilities between MA–MA, MA–ENV, and ENV–ENV. Variations in the ingredient or recipe parameters can produce different results (Fig. 3). In the resultant model for a given recipe, each ingredient retains a connection to various other forms of data to enable deeper analysis, preparation for systems integration.

Fig. 2 cellPACK uses a grid-based method to track ingredients as they are efficiently packed into recipe-bounding containers. (A) Polyhedral mesh containers create boundaries to restrict the packing of HIV-1 envelope surface ingredients to the surface of the envelope mesh and HIV-1 matrix ingredients to the interior of the envelope and exterior of the capsid (HIV-1 genome region outer container). (B) An omniscient grid parameterizes the space to track ingredients as they pack and to weight regions for preferred packing based on global localization or distance measurements to ingredient interaction partners. The spacing of the grid is based on the radius of gyration of the smallest ingredient to pack. (C) The full recipe of ingredients is packed to (D) generate an .apr file with IDs and matrices for each ingredient packed. The .apr file is used by a variety of visualization (e.g. molecular viewers such as Chimera shown in D) or animation software packages (e.g. Cinema 4D, Maya, Blender, 3D Studio Max, etc.) to rebuild the scene in an interactive viewport where objects can be turned on/off, replaced with more detailed data such as the original PDB file for an ingredient, or analyzed with a collection of cellPACK analysis tools or default analysis tools native to each viewer.
or large-scale simulations, or for modifications of the ingredient representations. The representations use coarse molecular surfaces by default, but can be replaced with an interactive molecular modeling session to modify the representation style and to access the atomic details from the structural files, for example, from Protein Data Bank (PDB) files or Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB) files.

Unique cellPACK recipes, created for each version of HIV-1, or HIV_in_Blood_Plasma, served as input to the cellPACK software. Packing the recipes with any version of cellPACK (stable release 1.0 and newer) produces the resulting models presented in this paper as autoPACK Result (.apr) files. An .apr file contains

Fig. 3 Users can produce representative cellPACK models of HIV-1 by adjusting ingredient or recipe parameters. (A) Using HIV-1_0.1.6 as a starting point, parameters for the ENV ingredient, the MA ingredient, and the envelope container were varied to experimental ranges to create models of the observed structural variability of the virion. The left two columns pack into a 106 nm envelope while the right two columns pack into a 183 nm envelope based on size ranges from electron tomography observations by Briggs et al. (compare with the 130 and 145 nm diameters in Fig. 4). The first and third columns pack only 4 ENV per envelope container surface, while the second and fourth columns pack 35 ENV based on ranges from Zhu, et al. The first and third columns pack a uniform random distribution of MA, while the bottom row packs with a surface gradient weighted with a preference to deposit MA towards the upper right of the viewport. The dense gradient biased packing of MA excludes much of the upper-right surface of the envelope, forcing ENV to pack in the available space (primarily to the lower left). This simplistic polarization approach is one of several methods of packing and interaction parameter range settings currently being tested that can emulate the polarized clustering of ENV observed by Chojnacki et al. (B) Four stochastic variations of HIV-1_0.1.6 result from varying one global parameter—the seed used to generate the random number table.
a list of ingredient IDs with positions and orientations as described in the online documentation (http://www.autopack.org/documentation/-apr-autopack-result-file-anatomy). As specified in the legends, visualization software including the molecular viewers PMV\textsuperscript{22} and Chimera\textsuperscript{23} and a collection of cellPACK-uPy\textsuperscript{24} plugin-enabled 3D animation packages were used to load and visualize the model defined in the HIV-1\_0.1.5 and v0.1.6 .apr files. The visualization software all use the same method of downloading the default geometric representation for each unique recipe ingredient followed by generating efficient copies of that representation on the computer’s graphics card to enable real-time viewing and fast rendering to create static images, animated sequences, or online viewers.

Community consensus on theoretical mesoscale models

cellPACK provides scripting and GUI interfaces to access viewing, analysis, and modeling modules. A database, scheduled to go online in the Summer of 2014, will soon enable invited users to critique and modify recipes and ingredients while maintaining version histories directly through the project website. Having been through numerous internal edits, upon publication, the HIV-1\_0.1.6 recipe will become the first full-release (version 1.0) of HIV in the semantic versioning system (laterally named as HIV-1\_1.0.0) and the first official model in the database to be opened for community feedback. Through web browser interfaces and leveraging social-networking technologies, the project website will ask the scientific community to analyze, critique and edit the models in an effort to produce confidence-voted community consensus models and to iteratively improve the recipes.

Results

**cellPACK models track progress in HIV structural research**

The modular and hierarchical architecture of cellPACK is designed to streamline the incorporation of the most current experimental results into representative models. The modules of cellPACK correspond to different experimental techniques with widely different data types. Ultrastructural data from electron microscopy is captured in the containers. Biophysical data on concentrations and localization are captured in the recipes. Structural data is captured in the models for each ingredient. This modularization allows new results to be efficiently added to an existing recipe.

We have included several examples of how this modularity can provide tools for exploring the structural biology of a biological system. Fig. 4 shows the models created with our two most recent recipes for HIV-1, HIV-1\_0.1.5 and HIV-1\_0.1.6. Version 0.1.6 incorporates newly published results for the envelope glycoprotein (ENV), VIF, and capsid that were not available when the previous recipe was created. This figure visualizes the full HIV particles, with sections removed to reveal their internal components. Fig. 5 and 6 chart individual depictions of the molecular ingredient representations where Fig. 5 details the specifics of the v0.1.5 recipe and Fig. 6 highlights the changes between the two versions.

Fig. 3A shows how cellPACK can be used to explore experimental uncertainties or ranges of parameters in experimental data. HIV is a pleomorphic organism, with a range of sizes and numbers of component molecules. cellPACK is able to create models that represent extrema in these ranges or that represent virions...
with average properties. Finally, Fig. 3B shows that cellPACK is able to create multiple representative models based on a given recipe, stochastically exploring the range of possible structures that are consistent with the given description. Packing times vary widely across recipes depending on the methods specified, the size and detail of the ingredients, the packing volume size, the total ingredient density, the complexity of the interactions, etc. Each of the four models in Fig. 3B pack the default v0.1.6 recipe using a robust collision algorithm (the industry standard Bullet Physics Engine, bulletphysics.org) that allows zero ingredient surface overlaps. The models in Fig. 3B, which vary only in the random seed, each took < 267 seconds to pack on a standard consumer 2012 laptop computer.
Fig. 5 HIV-1_0.1.5 ingredient representations with structural summaries. The HIV genome landmark map on the left side (redrawn from www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/HIV/MAP/landmark.html) relates to the default coarse molecular surface representations and structural details of the HIV gene products in the center column. Many of the ingredients are updated in the newer iteration of this recipe, HIV-1_0.1.6 as detailed in Fig. 6.
The remaining portion of the results will present the sources that were used for creation of the HIV-1_0.1.5 and HIV-1_0.1.6 recipes, revealing some of the challenges for specifying this type of recipe and identifying several gaps in knowledge where approximations were required. This portion simultaneously includes a brief description of the known functions of each ingredient to provide a comprehensive resource that will be folded into the developing database.

Recipe biology, structure, and parameter details

Ultrastructure: Envelope container and matrix

HIV envelopes are lipid bilayers, captured from the host cell during release, that encapsulate the virus, display the viral ENV proteins, and shield most of the viral machinery from the host immune system. Based on electron micrographs, HIV
particle envelopes are primarily spherical, but pleomorphic with occasional subtle lumps in the flexible lipid bilayer surface, and the envelope diameters range from 100 nm to 207 nm (Table 1). Early cellPACK recipes for HIV used distorted spheres (see Fig. 1B) to capture the observed variations in shape, but to simplify analysis (such as the angular distribution variance of ENV) and to describe more average HIV particles, the recipes for HIV-1_0.1.5 and v0.1.6 use perfect spheres as containers for the envelope packing surfaces. HIV-1_0.1.5 envelope has a diameter of 130 nm, measuring to the center of the lipid bilayer. HIV-1_0.1.6 has a diameter of 145 nm. The bilayer, modeled after MD simulated patches, ranges from 2–5 nm in thickness across the hydrophobic region (http://nbcr.ucsd.edu/data/sw/hosted/lipidwrapper). Most of the figures show the bilayer as a 3 nm thick spherical shell for visual clarity.

The envelope bilayer in both recipes is populated by both viral and host molecules. The region inside the envelope but excluded by the capsid is termed the matrix. In both of the models, the matrix is populated with a collection of soluble viral and host molecules.

**Ultrastructure: Capsid container and genomic region**

A distinctive cone-shaped capsid protects the HIV genome (2 strands of RNA visible in Fig. 4B) and delivers the genome to new host cells upon infection. The entire capsid is built from repeating units of a single capsid protein. The large N-terminal domain of a capsid protein binds to other copies of capsid proteins to form stable hexameric rings\(^33\) and occasional pentameric rings.\(^34\) The C-terminal domain links rings to neighboring rings to form the conic HIV capsid superstructure. HIV capsids have been studied by electron microscopy (EMDB entry 5639) and tomography\(^25\) and have been reconstructed as atomic models using hybrid methods in two major publications. HIV-1_0.1.5 uses a smaller coarse, backbone-only model provided by Pornillos and Yeager\(^34\) that stands ~115 nm tall with 1056 monomers (166 hexamers and 12 pentamers, coordinates provided by the authors). HIV-1_0.1.6 uses the larger of two all-atoms models that were refined with molecular dynamics, which stands ~118 nm tall, but is wider and contains 1356 capsid monomers (216 hexamers and 12 pentamers) comprised of 2 440 800 atoms\(^3\) (PDB entry 3j3q).

The interior of the capsid holds the genome and associated proteins. In our models, we have termed this space the genomic region. Each capsid monomer has a unique conformation. To provide a coarser level of detail useful for interactive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Published viral envelope diameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>133 ± 17 nm ((n = 118)) (authentic immature virions)(^28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145 ± 25 nm ((n = 255)) (mature virions)(^29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139 ± 16 nm ((n = 197)) (immature virions)(^29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135.0 ± 17.4, 116.9 ± 8.5 ((n = 10–15), mature virions, two cell lines)(^30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125 ± 14 nm (106–183) (mature virions)(^25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119 ± 207 nm (95% of mature virions)(^31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110 ± 8 nm (mature virions)(^26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126 ± 10 nm ((n = 30) tomogram)(^32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130 ± 34 nm ((n = 150) cryoEM)(^32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 ± 32 nm ((n = 84) STEM)(^32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–150 nm (review article)(^14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
visualization, the HIV-1_0.1.6 model uses a single representative monomer (chain A of 3j3q) aligned to each of the 1356 positions. The full detail PDB model with the unique conformers can be overlaid since the coarse model uses the same coordinate system.

Recipes: Molecules and interactions restricted to container boundaries
As new HIV particles bud from the infected host cell, the majority of the viral proteins are found in Gag (p55) and GagPol (p160) polyproteins (a note on nomenclature: the “p” and “gap” names are based on experimental molecular weights, and have largely been replaced by the more descriptive molecular names). Upon maturation, HIV protease (PR) cleaves each Gag and GagPol into 6 and 9 functional proteins respectively. Reports on Gag and GagPol quantification provide the most reliable abundances for proteins derived from Gag or GagPol in both mature and immature virus models. A wide range of values for the number and distribution of Gag and GagPol have been reported. Most current review articles have settled on a value of 2500 Gag polyproteins and a ratio of 20 Gag : 1 GagPol, with some primary sources listed in Table 2. HIV-1_0.1.5 assumes 1710 Gag with 90 GagPol for a total of 1800 polyproteins. HIV-1_0.1.6 uses 2375 Gag and 125 GagPol for a total of 2500 polyproteins.

Recipes from N to C: Molecules and interactions from Gag proteins
The Gag region of the HIV genome includes the proteins MA, CA, SP1, NC, SP2, and P6. HIV-1_0.1.5 packs 1800 copies of each Gag region protein. HIV-1_0.1.6 packs 2500 copies of each Gag region protein.

| MA [envelope inner bilayer surface] – p17. | In immature HIV-1 virions, the | matrix protein (MA) localizes Gag and GagPol polyproteins to the host cell membrane, binding to the lipid bilayer through a covalently attached myristoyl chain. Mature MA forms trimers and remains associated with the membrane, but its major role in assembly appears to be the membrane attachment rather than the |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Gag and GagPol quantification and ratio reports Gag : GagPol ratios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 Gag : 1 GagPol (quantified on gels$^{15}$)</td>
<td>89% Gag : 11% GagPol (shorter construct, quantified on gels)$^{36}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 Gag : 200 GagPol$^{38}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of Gag
2000 Gag$^{27}$
1008, 1512 (calculated from experimental Gag : env ratio and counting of ENV on tomograms)$^{30}$
4900 Gag (8 nm lattice at 60 nm radius in 145 nm particle, no gaps)$^{31}$
2400 ± 700 (70% coverage, tomography)$^{12}$
2400 (61% coverage, STEM)$^{32}$
2500 Gag (review article)$^{14}$

Distribution of Gag
40% coverage (28%–60%) (estimated visually from tomograms)$^{38}$
60% ± 18% coverage ($n = 64$ cryoTEM, sucrose purified virion)$^{19}$
82% ± 16% coverage ($n = 64$ cryoTEM, OptiPrep purified virion)$^{39}$
2/3 coverage, continuous, with one gap (reviewed)$^{15}$
ability to oligomerize.\textsuperscript{14} HIV\textsubscript{1}_0.1.5 and v0.1.6 use a hybrid model for MA assembled using two PDB files. An NMR monomer with N-terminal myristoyl (PDB entry 1uph) and more complete sequence was superimposed onto the truncated crystallographic structure of the MA trimer (PDB entry 1hiw). The covalently attached myristoyl group, which is bound in a surface pocket in the soluble NMR structure, was rotated about the myr–amino acid bond to allow insertion into the membrane. MA also interacts with the membrane via interaction with the cellular lipid PI(4,5)P2,\textsuperscript{40} which is not included in the current models. MA is distributed on the inner leaflet of the envelope bilayer with a weighted envelope gradient that polarizes the distribution stochastically towards one side of the envelope in both HIV\textsubscript{1}_0.1.5 and v0.1.6. A packing module in development packs MA trimers into hexameric\textsuperscript{41,42} and random clusters to recapitulate more recent observations\textsuperscript{14} and to enable denser MA packing. HIV\textsubscript{1}_0.1.5 packs 600 MA trimers (from 1800 precursor monomers). HIV\textsubscript{1}_0.1.6 packs 833 MA trimers.

**CA [capsid, matrix, genomic region] – p24.** Capsid protein (CA) forms the cone-shaped capsid that protects and delivers the HIV genome. HIV\textsubscript{1}_0.1.5 uses structural models pulled from crystallographic structures of the hexamer and pentamer, with backbone-only structural files provided by Mark Yeager (from Pornillos et al.\textsuperscript{34}). HIV\textsubscript{1}_0.1.6 uses subunits A, B, C, D, E, and F pulled from PDB entry 1vu4 (partial structure of the entire capsid 3j3q described under the Ultrastructures section above). HIV\textsubscript{1}_0.1.5 has a conic capsid with 1056 monomers leaving 1800 – 1056 = 744 CA monomers in solution in the matrix, and HIV\textsubscript{1}_0.1.6 has a conic capsid with 1356 monomers leaving 2500 – 1356 = 1144 CA monomers in solution in the matrix. The cellPACK recipes select from a library of hexamers, and various clusters of associated hexamers (partial capsids) that are packed into the matrix or genomic region until the respective limits are reached. A packing module under development, but not used here, can pack weighted assemblies of partial capsids on the fly directly from the hexameric subunits to enable the partial capsids to interact with other structures in the matrix and genomic region.

**SP1 [matrix] – p2.** Spacer Peptide (SP1, also known as P2) acts as a spacer between the CA and NC subunits in Gag and GagPol precursors. Although its role is poorly understood, SP1 is essential for viral assembly and infectivity.\textsuperscript{44,45} HIV\textsubscript{1}_0.1.5 and v0.1.6 model SP1 as an unstructured polypeptide 14 amino acids long. Structural studies are incomplete but suggest that SP1 may equilibrate\textsuperscript{46} between a random coil and an \(\alpha\)-helix.\textsuperscript{47} In immature viruses, SP1 forms a 6-helix bundle in the Gag lattice that includes the last 12 CA residues.\textsuperscript{38}

**NC [genomic region bound to RNA] – p7.** Nucleocapsid protein (NC) interacts specifically with packaging signals (see below) and nonspecifically with viral and host RNA. 5–7 RNA nucleotides per Gag is sufficient for assembly of virus-like particles of Gag\textsuperscript{48} and a 5 nucleotide minimum binding site was identified by SPR on small oligonucleotides.\textsuperscript{49} NC for both HIV\textsubscript{1}_0.1.5 and v0.1.6 is assembled from PDB entries 1a1t (from a complex with a psi loop) and 1f6u (from a complex with an SD stem loop). A total of 1700 NC pack into the genomic region of HIV\textsubscript{1}_0.1.5, with 100 in the matrix and a total of 2300 NC pack into HIV\textsubscript{0}.1.6 with 200 in the matrix.

**SP2 [matrix] – p1.** Spacer Peptide (SP2, also known as P1) separates NC from P6 and seems to be essential for viral infectivity. Deleting SP2 leads to defective capsid construction that may be related to kinetic effects in the C-terminal region of Gag.\textsuperscript{29} HIV\textsubscript{1}_0.1.5 and v0.1.6 use the same representation of SP2 modeled as an unstructured 17 amino acid polypeptide.
**P6 [matrix] – p6.** P6 docks several viral and host-cell proteins and may associate with the envelope membrane.\(^{34}\) Many studies suggest that P6 remains largely unstructured in the mature virion, and interacts with VPR.\(^ {37}\) \( HIV-1_{0.1.5}\) and \( v0.1.6\) split the number of P6 into two representations with different densities: one homology model (from the P6 FASTA sequence templated to PDB entry 2c55 via Swiss-Model\(^ {32}\)) with a partially helical and mostly unstructured chain of 51 amino acids (1500 copies), and a second representation with this homology model proximal to VPR (200 copies).

**Recipes: Molecules and interactions from the pol region of GagPol**

Roughly 5–11% of the Gag polyproteins are extended by a translational frameshift to create the GagPol polyproteins\(^ {36}\) which contain three additional functional subunits (PR, RT, and IN) that are processed by HIV-1 protease to create the mature enzymes. \( HIV-1_{0.1.5}\) packs 90 copies of each pol region protein. \( HIV-1_{0.1.6}\) packs 125 copies of each pol region protein.

**PR [matrix].** Protease (PR) is a dimer of identical subunits, and is involved in the processing of Gag and GagPol during the process of maturation. \( HIV-1_{0.1.5}\) and \( v0.1.6\) use a crystallographic structure of the dimer from PDB entry 7hvp.

**RT [matrix and genomic region] – p51.** Reverse transcriptase creates a DNA copy of the HIV-1 RNA genome, which is then inserted into the host genome and used to create progeny virions. HIV-1 reverse transcriptase is a heterodimer of the RT protein and a truncated version of the protein. \( HIV-1_{0.1.5}\) and \( v0.1.6\) use a crystallographic structure of the heterodimer from the PDB entry 3hvt.pdb. Both recipes locate 25 of the 125 RT in the genomic region.

**IN [matrix and genomic region] – p31.** Integrase enzyme (IN) splices the DNA copy of the viral genome into host cell chromosomes. Full-length integrase, which functions as a homotetramer, has yet to be crystallized. \( HIV-1_{0.1.5}\) uses a partial model of IN based on the core structure in PDB entry 1ex4, which is missing the 450-amino-acid zinc finger domain from the N terminus. \( HIV-1_{0.1.6}\) uses a composite model with the N-terminal zinc-finger region from Protein Model Portal entry a510eadb0df840e958233f48a4781d5e7_7 superimposed onto the C-terminal and core structure of PDB entry 1ex4. Both recipes locate 25 of the 125 IN in the genomic region.

**Recipes: Molecules and interactions from the envelope region**

**Envelope glycoprotein ENV [envelope bilayer surface] – gp160.** Envelope glycoprotein (ENV) forms trimers that protrude outward from the envelope surface. ENV contains the cellular receptor binding sites and membrane fusion machinery that power entry of the viral contents into the cytoplasm of a new host cell upon infection.\(^ {33}\) After binding to CD4 receptors on the surface of a cell, ENV snaps into a different conformation that pulls the viral envelope membrane close to the plasma membrane of the cell until the two bilayers fuse.

Three identical subunits trimerize to form each ENV spike and each trimer has \(~81\) glycosylation sites that cover ENV with a shielding layer of carbohydrates that comprises up to 50% of the mass of each spike. \( HIV-1_{0.1.5}\) uses an older chimeric model templated from 2x7r, 1g9m, 3dnn and glycosylated with glyprot server (http://www.glycosciences.de/modeling/glyprot/php/main.php). \( HIV-1_{0.1.6}\) uses a mix of two structures of the ectodomain, a crystal structure (PDB entry 4nco), and a
single-particle electron microscope structure (PDB structure 3j5m). The new structures contain part of the gp41 stalk in the prefusion state, which provides insights into trimer assembly and the quaternary interaction between gp120 and gp41. The structures also contain bound broadly neutralizing antibodies as a focus for vaccine design. Some of the representations in the model include these antibody (Fab) fragments. The transmembrane region has not been resolved experimentally and is represented by geometric shapes of approximate size and shape based on molecular mass and positioned in close proximity to one another, based on electron tomography.54

The number and structure of ENV projecting from the virion surface has been difficult to quantify (see Table 3 for reported variations). Current reviews state that there are about 10 trimers on the surface.55 HIV-1_0.1.5 packs 21 ENV while HIV-1_0.1.6 reduces the number to 12 for the 145nm virus. Fig. 3 shows models that result from varying this number across the published extremes (from 4 to 35).

The arrangement of ENV on the surface is a topic of current research. Fluorescence studies found a single cluster in mature virions, but not in immature virions.37 HIV-1_0.1.5 and v0.1.6 pack MA along a preferential gradient that polarizes the distribution of ENV stochastically toward one side by stochastically excluding much of the surface otherwise available to ENV.

Interactions with molecules inside the virion also remain controversial. One study found that cellular protein TIP47 bridges MA and ENV and is required for packaging,57 but a later paper found that MA and TIP47 interact, but is not needed for ENV incorporation.58 Based on a current report, the “mechanism of incorporation still remains unclear”: they present genetic evidence for ENV and MA interaction, but also state “it would seem plausible that passive incorporation could be sufficient to account for the ~10 copies”,59 therefore the recipes and resulting models do not yet include any specific interactions.

Recipes: Molecules and interactions of HIV-1 accessory proteins

VPR [matrix]. Viral Protein R (VPR) is an accessory protein with multiple functions critical for effective infection of CD4 cells and macrophages. VPR transports the HIV-1 pre-integration complex into the nucleus, arrests the cell cycle, and initiates transcription of HIV-1 LTR.60 The 96 amino acid VPR representation for HIV-1_0.1.5 and v0.1.6 is based on PDB entry 1esx. VPR is incorporated into virions through interaction with Gag at a concentration of 1 VPR : 7 Gag61 equaling 257 VPR in HIV-1_0.1.5 and 357 VPR in HIV-1_0.1.6. 200 of the VPR in the matrix, remain bound to P6.37

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Published quantities of ENV/virus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70–80 “projections”55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–14 trimers (measured Gag : ENV 60 : 1, assume 1200–2500 Gag)56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8, 10 (range of 3–12, 5–17, counted on tomogram from two cell lines)30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 spikes (range 4–35, n = 40, in several clusters, counted on tomogram)26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>NEF quantification in HIV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;70 full length + cleaved per virion (quantified on gels64)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 NEF : 10–20 pol, 1 NEF : 333–200 Gag, 5–10 NEF per viron (assuming 2500 Gag)35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEF [envelope bilayer inner surface, matrix]. Negative Regulatory Factor (NEF) modifies host cell structures and functions to favor replication and pathogenicity. HIV-1_0.1.5 uses a hybrid model that positions the myristoyl group from the N-terminus of PDB entry 1qa5 in the membrane and positions the C-terminal core of PDB entry 1avv near the distal end. HIV-1_0.1.6 uses a homology model interacting more closely with the bilayer, generated with Modeller based on the crystallographic structure of full-length NEF in PDB entry 3tb8, which includes only backbone atoms. The myristoyl group was taken from PDB entry 1qa5 and manually aligned into the bilayer using PyMol. Several studies have addressed the amount of NEF incorporated into virions (see Table 4):

NEF appears to be bound to the membrane in the immature virion, but the "majority" or 50–70% is cleaved to soluble form in mature virion, as quantified on gels. HIV-1_0.1.5 packs 35 envelope bound NEF and 30 soluble NEF. HIV-1_0.1.6 reduces this to 5 envelope bound NEF and 5 soluble.

VPU [envelope bilayer]. Viral Protein Unique (VPU) promotes CD4 degradation and release of the immature virus from the host cell plasma membrane. VPU forms a pentameric channel through the membrane. HIV-1_0.1.5 and v0.1.6 use a chimeric model assembled from the transmembrane region of PDB entry 1pi7 and the cytoplasmic region in PDB entry 1vpu. VPU is found primarily in the endoplasmic reticulum of the infected cell where it performs its job and little to none may escape with the immature virion, so both HIV-1_0.1.5 and v0.1.6 include only 20 copies (4 pentamers).

TAT/TAR [genomic region]. Trans-activating Regulatory Protein (TAT) increases viral replication efficiency by mediating the phosphorylation of cellular factors that increase the transcription of all HIV genes. TAT binds to the trans-activating response element (TAR) on the 5' end of HIV transcripts and alters the transcription machinery to increase production of RNA. The TAT structure is taken from model 1 of the 86 amino acid NMR structure in PDB entry 1jfw. Both recipes pack TAT at a similar density, with 45 TAT in HIV-1_0.1.5 and 54 TAT in the larger capsid of HIV-1_0.1.6.

VIF [matrix]. Viral Infectivity Factor (VIF) neutralizes host defenses by targeting the host enzyme APOBEC for ubiquitination and subsequent proteasomal degradation. HIV-1_0.1.5 fixes an incorrect structure from HIV-1_0.1.4, which had been surfaced from the full model of PDB entry 3dcg, which includes only a small fraction of VIF and large sections of a human elongation factor protein. HIV-1_0.1.5 uses a homology model from ModBase model ID 369ab672da66deccac38810f962b4e53, templated from PDB entry 1f0xA that covers 1–174 out of 192 amino acids in VIF. HIV-1_0.1.6 improves further on the VIF model with a larger fragment of VIF (aa 1-176) from a crystallographic structure in PDB entry 4n9f, where it was crystallized bound to the large human ubiquitin ligase system (its functional target). The literature reports 7–100 VIF per virion and both HIV-1_0.1.5 and v0.1.6 pack at a density of 100 VIF/145nm virion.

Viral RNA [genome encased in the capsid]. The genome of HIV has 9749 nucleotides detailed on the left side of Fig. 5. The genome has several regulatory regions in addition to the coding regions, including the Psi region that directs selective packaging and dimerization and the major packaging signal with SL1, which contains the dimerization initiation site (DIS), and SL3. A prediction of secondary structure of entire genome has also been reported. HIV-1.6 includes a very coarse structure modeled by Goddard
incorporating only the predicted secondary structure. This RNA model is included for size and to give an idea of the complexity of packing, but does not specifically interact with the capsid and is not a plausible packing usable for research purposes. Modeling of RNA is an active area of development for cellPACK.

**Cellular RNA.** Cellular RNA is incorporated into the virion through interaction with NC.\(^{16}\) For instance, 7SL (RNA from signal recognition particle) is found in a ratio of 7 : 1 with the HIV genome. HIV-1\_0.1.5 and v0.1.6 do not include cellular RNA.

**Cellular proteins.** Many cellular proteins are incorporated into the virion (see Table 5), including ICAM1, HLA-II, and tetraspanins in the membrane, and soluble proteins such as thioltransferase, Hsp70, actin and actin-binding proteins, ubiquitin and lys tRNA synthetase.\(^{69}\)

The HIV-1\_0.1.6 recipe includes these examples, but is not yet comprehensive. We plan a detailed literature search and modeling effort in the next iteration to include the host proteins into the recipe and model. This is an area of intensive research, as the community is uncovering the roles of host proteins in the viral lifecycle.

### Conclusions

cellPACK is designed to form a bridge between the approaches of reductionist biology and systems biology. As computational and experimental techniques probe into the mesoscale from smaller and larger scale levels, frameworks like cellPACK, that will unify and contextualize the diverse data, are needed to serve as platforms for consistent communication to facilitate interdisciplinary research. cellPACK models can serve as hypothesis-generating tools, as starting points for mesoscale simulation techniques like Brownian Dynamics,\(^{9}\) and have already been applied extensively for education and outreach.

Modeling a virus is a relatively simple task compared to modeling an entire eukaryotic cell in molecular detail. A complex virus like HIV serves as an ideal short-term goal, which now provides a much needed framework for the HIV research community to assemble their data and to better understand lentivirus mechanics. HIV simultaneously serves as a stepping-stone to modeling organisms of increasing complexity. The up-to-date release of HIV-1\_0.1.6 demonstrates that cellPACK can keep up with the fast pace of HIV research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
<th>A few specific interactions have been reported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyclophilin A 1 : 10 Gag(^{70}) shown in the illustration based on the PDB entry 1ak4 (cyclophilin A and N-terminal domain of CA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsp70 1 : 20 Gag,(^{68}) bound to Gag</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INI 1 : 2 integrase, bound to integrase(^{69})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubiquitin 1 : 10 Gag(^{69})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monoubiquinated proteins 1 : 50 Gag(^{69})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lys tRNA synthetase, bound to Gag</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIP47 bound to MA(^{57,58})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCE1 bound to NC(^{71})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staufen1 (ds RNA binding protein) bound to NC(^{72})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annexin2 bound Gag (in macrophages)(^{73})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hierarchical cellPACK models

The HIV-1 models presented here seek to characterize a single representative virion with full molecular detail. The hierarchical architecture of cellPACK allows this model to be used directly as an ingredient inside a larger environment recipe. Fig. 1B for example shows a rendering of HIV_in_Blood_Plasma_0.1.2, which incorporates HIV-1_0.1.4 as a complete ingredient packed amongst other plasma ingredients. Recipes can nest inside of other recipes in this manner, where a whole HIV particle is deposited as a single “large” ingredient according to its target density, or nested recipes can mix their ingredients to pack the HIV molecules at the same time as the blood plasma molecules, which allows depositing ingredients to weight and affect one another as they interact during packing. This specification of models with hierarchical recipes, rather than hierarchical models, offers great potential: In the process of building the model, nested recipes allow the ingredients in the different entities to interact and affect the final form of the model. For instance, antibodies in the blood plasma model can form interactions with the HIV model during creation of a larger model, which can restrict or induce other specific interactions based on densities and kinetics.

Future plans

We have initiated several projects to experiment with the HIV-cellPACK system, for example, to explore the vast ranges of interacting parameter space across all of the ingredients. An integrated fluorescence microscopy simulation tool, similar to the approach described by Gardner et al., was recently integrated into cellPACK to enable cellPACK models to be compared more directly to microscope images and to begin to test competing hypotheses for distribution of the Env glycoprotein in immature HIV-1 virions. Upcoming experiments will incorporate probabilities for specific interactions between known binding partners, and will fully explore the structures and interactions of host proteins as the research community identifies them. To further improve the HIV-1 mature virion model and to explore other aspects of the lifecycle, we have initiated a project to model the immature virion. Will exploring the vast parameter space of a cellPACK recipe in an automated fashion with results clustered to higher-order structural scoring functions enable cellPACK to reliably recapitulate the less well-described interaction details from better-understood neighboring molecular building blocks alone? These new approaches have begun to address this question.

Having refined the cellPACK software with the driving biological project of modeling HIV-1, it becomes a relatively short step to model a slightly larger and more complex organism such as Mycoplasma genitalium. A systems biology project called WholeCellViz has provided a computational recipe of the hypothetical quantities, localizations, and interactions of every gene product of M. genitalium, dynamically over a full life cycle. The WholeCellViz parameters are being transposed into cellPACK recipes that are completed by generating structural representations for each gene product. When complete, the recipe will be packed to generate the first 3D structural model of a whole cell and the first structural snapshots of a whole cell dynamically changing over an entire cell cycle. On a broader scale, because it collects Systems Biology and Structural Biology results into a unified framework, cellPACK can support big data projects like the 3D Virtual Cell project (http://3dvcell.org), where teams of biologists will merge
efforts to construct virtual cells that can be probed experimentally to predict outcomes ranging from molecular mechanisms to cell-wide effects.
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